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Scarlet’s secret powers
Mentors: Mark Pattinson & Sarah Hall
Who should pick this project?  
 
This project is suitable for students with a real interest in children’s books and drawing.
Scarlet’s secret garden is based on a character that has powers to make people become nicer people. Scarlet 
wants everyone to be nice to each other and wants to create a better world to live in. The problem we have 
is, there is no Scarlet character created yet!

Your task:
The aim is to come up with ideas, concepts and a final designed character that is and represents Scarlet. This 
is an opportunity to invent a fictional person / character that children will love and want to be like! You must 
also come up with a cover design and title.

Main Company Sponsor: 

Everything Different

Your 3 Training Days may look like this: 

Day one: This day will be an introduction into how you set about getting all necessary information / research into 
children’s characters, illustrators and drawing styles / generate initial ideas / brainstorm / then final ideas on the 
styling of you character / book cover. Further software skills will also be delivered across a 1 hour period to help 
build upon your skills learnt from the Silver stage.

Day two: This day will be all about moving forward with your final character / book cover ideas and produc-
ing visuals on paper. Further software skills will also be delivered across a 1 hour period to help build upon your 
skills learnt from the Silver stage.

Day three: This day will be concentrating on finalising your character and book cover on A3 paper.
*Only choose this project if you like children’s books, character drawing. 
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